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Time Division
No one knew, when it began, but suddenly two timelines merged. And two 
time agencies came into being. It is impossible to tell which one of the  
two is the original, and the denizens of the animalverse have been left to 
wonder whether both are working for the good, or if perhaps one harbors  
a darker agenda?

Either way, there are now two entities manipulating the flow of time to their 
own advantage. What a bummer!

Time Division is a time travel duel for two people, where you try to 
master the time nodes to survive in time. The 2 person connoisseur 
game offers three playable decks with different difficulties. Decide 
for yourself which era you want to play or  
play the campaign and see which time travel  
office still exists after three games.
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Design: Alexander Schreiber

Illustration: Sonderflex

Categoy: Family & friends,  
drafting, timetravelling duel

how to play
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12+220+ min

NEW!



Animal Poker
Welcome to Animal Inc.! Join us and make your career  
dream come true. Get the position you deserve, based on  
your performance. Beware of your superiors who reap all  
your nice benefits. Will you become our new CEO?

Take your seat and get good or bad cards from another em-
ployee according to your 
rank. Empty your hand to 
grab the highest available 
rank for the next session 
yourself.

5+

44

44
Illustration: Kel Alexander, England

Category: Family & friends,  
big groups, shedding game,  
make it to the top!

how to play
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8+4–- 820+ min



Sweet & Spicy
Once hungry kitty craved to eat, but found only  
lemon, chili, and pepper. From prickling hot  
sensation came the grand idea for this sweet game.

This cute family version of our award winning  
card game Spicy includes total wilds to help you  
out of hesitation pauses. Otherwise,  
the popular gameplay 
remains the same: Play 
cards face down and 
sometimes slip a wrong 
ingredient or number  
on the pile undetected.
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how to play
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Design: Zoltán Györi

Illustration: Yoon Sung, South Korea

Category: Family & friends,  
bluffing, half-truths

8+2–−– 615+ min

ECO 
FRIENDLY 
PRODUCT



Spicy
Once upon a time, 3 big cats became exhausted fighting to be top 
cat. They agreed to quit the fight and spice up their 9 lives with a 
hot spice eating contest! Alas, everyone was soon cheating, so the 
cats invented a very hot, often tearful, bluffing game. 

This clever card game isn’t just about bluffing. For you can  
almost always play a card that is at least half right if you 
cleverly play your hand. This means tactically deciding 
which card to use to get through and outsmart your oppo-
nents. This worldwide card game hit convices with a total 
of 40 independent artworks. In addition, not only the game 
box sparkles in chic metallic gold, but also the card backs 
are adorned with a gold-colored finish.

Spicy is a fantastic card game! it’s fun to lie and bamboozle your friends about the 

cards in your hand. It’s a particularly striking game, and the kind of game  

that will stick in your mind long after you’ve played it just on art alone. 8.75/10

What’s Eric Playing? 2023

Spicy from HeidelBÄR Games understands the virtue of simplicity, but also 

never forgets that games are meant to be played by people around  

a table lauging at each other. It’s sharp, fast and funny. Tremendous fun.

5 Games 4 Doomsday Podcast 2021
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It’s cute, it’s fast paced and it’s also 

super fun with just two players.

CardboardRhino 2020

how to play
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Design: Zoltán Györi

Illustration: Jimin Kim, South Korea

Category: Family & friends,  
bluffing, half-truths

10+2−615+ min

The global
CARD GAME

HIT!



Coyote
Once Coyote crossed the river with his friends when he almost 
drowned and lost all his belongings. Coyote became sad … and 
also jealous. So he challenged the other animals to a bluffing 
game to win their belongings. They accepted, but it was more  
difficult than expected to detect Coyotes bluffs, for in this game no 

one knows the whole truth.

In this bluffing game,  
you only ever see each 
other’s cards, but never 
your own. Then, when  
all the cards are revealed, 
you’ll find out who has 
the cunning coyote on 
their side.

Design: Spartaco Albertarelli

Illustration: Zona Evon Shroyer, 
Yupik Alaskan Native, USA

Category: Family & friends, 
bluffing, what‘s my number?

10+3−620 min
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55++
how to play
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Tails on Fire
Once upon a time, Iguana stole fire from the village  
and fled to the sky. To restore fire to the world,  
Opossum found Iguana‘s hiding place, lulled him to  
sleep, and stole the fire with her tail—or so the story goes.

First, everyone chooses three opossums  
for the round (after looking at  
the cards already on the 
table). In game always 
the next highest number 
is played. If no one can 
play on your card, you 
win the round’s fire and 
may be able to steal fire 
from others. 
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Design: Thomas Sellner

Illustration: Mayra Guadalupe 
Ornelas Ramos, Mexico

Category: Friends, luck and 
tactics, choose cards wisely

how to play
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10+20 min 2−6



Hungry Monkey
Hungry monkey was desperately looking for his break-
fast, a delicious bean. He asked the other animals  
of the jungle for help, but only when Little Ant crawled 
into the ear of King Tiger, they were persuaded and the 
search began ...

Each player has a secret row of cards in front  
of them. To win, you must first play all the cards  
in your hand and then all the cards from your  
secret row. The powerful animal effects will help 
you with this task!

Spicy is quite good but Hungry Monkey is the best.  

This game has the smoothest flow. Moreish!

Shut Up & Sit Down 2023

Hungry Monkey is a blast! What I particularly like about it is  

that it’s a competitive card game with high player interaction. 8.5/10

What’s Eric Playing? 2023
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ECO 
FRIENDLY 
PRODUCT

It’s a very fast paced card game with  

a nice sort of logic. I definitely recommend it!

Don’t be Board 2023

Design: Erik Andersson Sundén

Illustration: Sushrita  
Bhattacharjee, India

Category: Family & friends,  
shedding game, trigger effects

15 min 8+

how to play
2−6
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Anansi
Some say Anansi is a trickster, but he is a spider for sure and  
sometimes even a man. 

He is also called the “Keeper of Stories,” because he collected 
all the stories, to then realize that true wisdom is gained  
    only by inspiring others with your stories, for untold 

tales are of little value.

Anansi is a unique trick- 
taking game where you  
have to constantly adjust 
your tactics.

how to play
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10+3-530 min

Design: Cyril Blondel, Jim Dratwa

Illustration: Dayo Bajyegunhi,  
Emmanuel Mdllalose, South Africa

Category: Friends, trick-taking, 
changing trump



Blaze
Well, my friend. If you want to catch the blazing Firebird for  
its magical feathers, I will not hold you back. But remember, 
these woods are full of dark secrets and people say that  
this bird may bring both fortune and misery. So better keep  
your eyes open...

Play cards to challenge the next  
player together with a 
supporter. Build a good 
hand of cards during 
the game and win the 
most valuable feathers 
in the end.

Design: (based on the russian card  
game classic Durak)
Illustration: Nadezhda Mikryukova, 
Russia 
Category: Friends, card battle,  
extraordinary

10+3−520 min

how to play
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Fish & Katz
The good old people who run their stalls at the famous Korean fish market  
Jagalchi sometimes need a little rest from their hard work. While they take  
a nap, their loyal cats take over and manage the booth. The cats love their  
owners, but they also love fish. What could go wrong?

Put on cute cat paws and grab the fish! On the count of 3, all of you 
simultaneously swipe at a fish on display. Whoever’s paw is alone  
      on a fish wins it—if there are several paws, the fish goes to the  
            discard pile. Sets of at least 3 identical fish grant paw points.

Includes the squid expansion for more  
interaction!
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Fish & Katz
The good old people who run their stalls at the famous Korean fish market  
Jagalchi sometimes need a little rest from their hard work. While they take  
a nap, their loyal cats take over and manage the booth. The cats love their  
owners, but they also love fish. What could go wrong?

Put on cute cat paws and grab the fish! On the count of 3, all of you 
simultaneously swipe at a fish on display. Whoever’s paw is alone  
      on a fish wins it—if there are several paws, the fish goes to the  
            discard pile. Sets of at least 3 identical fish grant paw points.

Includes the squid expansion for more  
interaction!

Design: Benjamin Leung

Illustration: Hami, South Korea

Category: Family, set collection, 
cute kitty paw finger puppets

how to play

15

20 min 2−6 6+



CHANGE IS GROWING 

For several years now,  
Trees for the Future has joined us as a competent partner  
in sustainable engagement. For every sold copy of  
one of our new games, the organisation plants a tree.

This way, degraded land turns  
into forest gardens, where carbon 
gets absorbed and biodiversity  
increases. In addition to a better  
ecosystem, farmers also benefit 
financially from the gardens‘  
outcomes. 

Since its foundation in 1989,  
Trees for the Future has been active 
in over 50 countries. Over 278  
millions of trees have been planted. 
Since 2014, the organisation focuses  
on nine chosen countries in Sub- 
Saharan Africa, where climatic and 
economical challenges urge the 
most and the biggest impact can be 
monitored.

WWW.TREES.ORG

WWW.HEIDELBEAR.COM
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